Job Description
Junior & Midweight Wayfinding & UX Designers
Sydney

The Position

Responsibilities

We are looking for creative and self-motivated junior and
middleweight wayfinding designers and UX designers to
join our team in Sydney. This is an excellent opportunity
to be part of a small team where you will be involved in a
variety of projects across the built environment.

• Undertaking project research and generating reports

The principal responsibilities of this position will involve
the development of wayfinding strategies and the
implementation of these across wayfinding schemes
for the built environment and their associated signage
products. As part of a diverse multi-disciplinary team
you will be required to collaborate with other design
disciplines within the studio to develop sign designs and
user experience strategies.
Our junior role would suit candidates with 1-2 years’
experience, and our middleweight role for those with
3+ years’ experience working in this field. Candidates
must demonstrate a keen interest in working on public
realm and transport infrastructure projects. This role
would see the designer working with a mix of wayfinding
strategists, industrial designers, graphic designers, and
project architects. All the usual program knowledge
required plus some user experience design knowledge
would be advantageous.
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• Development of core wayfinding and user experience
strategies
• Application of these core strategies across wayfinding
and signage schemes
• Creation of wayfinding documentation and information
design concepts
• Collaboration with other disciplines to coordinate
the design elements with wayfinding products and
architecture
• Confidence at presenting work to clients

Skills and Experience
•

Bachelors and/or Masters degree in design related
subject

•

Relevant experience (junior 1-2 years; middleweight
3+ years) in established agencies

•

Experience in working on transport and urban
wayfinding projects alongside architects and
industrial designers

•

Excellent design, visual communication and
conceptual thinking skills

•

Experience working with design guidelines

•

Great written, spoken and interpersonal
communication skills

•

Confidence at presenting your work and ability to
manage own project timings

•

Ability to work across multiple projects

•

Conscientious, organised, thorough and highly detail
minded

•

Proactive, collaborative and work well under
pressure

•

Proficient in at least: Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator
and InDesign

•

CAD and/ or BIM skills will be highly regarded

•

Fluent in English verbal and written, other languages
an advantage

•

Must have the right to work and reside in Australia

